
Q.3 Give the purpose of riser in moulding.

Q.1 Define bilateral tolerance.

SECTION-A

Note: Objectives type questions. All questions are 

compulsory.  (10x1=10)

Q.2 Define coating.

Q.5 Name a work holding device in lathe.

Q.6 define depth of cut.

Q.7 Define tool head.

Q.8 Describe shaper.

Q.9 Name a surface finish checking instruments.

Q.4 Define casting.
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SECTION-D 

Q.35 Explain the construction and working of a lathe 

machine with diagram.

Q.33 Explain the following operations in details:-

 (a) Thread gauge

Q.36 Write short note on:-

 (a) Metal Shear     (b)    Metal Bending

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions out of four questions.         (3x10=30)

Q.34 Explain the construction and working of Cupola 

furnace.

Q.32 Differentiate between radius gauge and dial 

gauge.

 (b) Gear Tooth Vernier
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Q.24 Explain the process of powder coating.

Q.29 Explain plain turning and taper turning.                   

Q.28 Describe the constructional details of a Turret 

lathe.

Q.27 Enlist any five remedies for casting defects.

Q.22 Write the use of slip gauges.

Q.25 Describe the process of preparing the base 

material prior to painting.

Q.31 Give the working principle of shaper with 

diagram.       

Q.26 Explain core and core materials.

Q.30 Explain quick return mechanism.

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 

questions out of ten questions.            (8x5=40)

Q.23 List various types of pipes and their material of 

manufacturing.

SECTION-C 
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Q.11 Define lower deviation.

Q.10 Give the use of radius gauge.

SECTION-B 

Note: Very Short answer type questions. Attempt any 

ten questions out of twelve questions(10x2=20)

Q.12 Give classification of fits. 

Q.13 Write the principle of electroplating.

Q.14 Write the uses of primer.

Q.16 Differentiate between speed and feed of lathe

Q.17 Describe facing.

Q.18 Give use of throwaway tips.

Q.19 Enlist the main parts of a shaper.

Q.15 Define cope and drag in case of a moulding 

flask.

Q.21 Describe bore gauge.

Q.20 Name any two shaper operations.
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